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Our Festive Food Cake-Off!

Mrs Wilson wanted to show you the amazing entries 
into a Festive Food Competition that her Year 7 pupils 
had created from their simple Swiss Roll recipes!

Year 7s were tasked with making a Swiss Roll in their one hour Food Technology 

lesson and they then had to carefully transport these home, without damaging 

them or being tempted to eat them along the way. They put their creative skills 

to good use, decorating  and adorning them with festive trinkets. 

Don’t you think they look good enough to eat? 

Lot’s of House Points and edible goodies were awarded as prizes, well done to 

everyone that entered!

Frankie D 
 – Runner Up

Rose D 
– Runner Up

Susan C 
 – Runner Up

Suki-Mai B-C 
 – 3rd Place

Mattie S 
– Joint 2nd Place

Jessica C  
– Joint 2nd Place

Lia G  
– 1st Place
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Return to school dates 

for January 2022:
In line with Government guidance a staggered start to the term in January 2022 is 
required to allow time to complete onsite testing - therefore pupils and students 
should return to school for taught lessons on the following dates.

Wednesday 5th January 2022 — Years 11, 12 & 13 return to school

Thursday 6th January 2022 — Years 7 & 8 return to school

Friday 7th January 2022 — Years 9 & 10 return to school

Admissions 

Consultation
Between 13th December and 24th January 2022, Woldgate School and Sixth Form College are undertaking a consultation 

on the admission arrangements for the 2023-24 academic year.  All academies are required to undertake this process every 

seven years. Woldgate School has not sought to amend the original admissions policy. Details of the draft documents can 

be viewed on the WLP website under the policies section (https://wlp.education/about/policies/)

During this period, we are interested in the views of any residents, parents/carers or other interested parties, and would ask 

that views from those outside the immediate school community be expressed via email to the Trust Office at office@wlp.

education.  Deadline for receiving emails will be 21st January 2022.

Following a period of consultation, the admission arrangements will be considered alongside any responses by the Trustees 

on 17th February 2022 to meet the government’s determination deadline of 28th February 2022.

If you have any further questions on the consultation, please respond to the email address included in this communication.

Newsletter
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Our Review of the 

Autumn Term

A Celebration of our Pupils’ and 
Students’ Achievements

Newsletter
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Mrs Atkinson writes:

Throughout the late spring and summer, cricket 
restarted for Alex. Despite juggling his commitments 
to football teams, cricket soon became the key player 
in Alex’s out of school activities. 

This season, he’s a stalwart of the young U15s team, The Foss League Academy 

Team and the Seniors Cricket Team! He has played more than an astonishing 

45 matches and has been bowling with the Under 15s too! Woodhouse Grange 

offers fantastic coaching and support throughout the development of the 

young players and Alex is 

benefiting from this. 

In July, Alex was called up to 

play for the U19s in the Yorkshire 

League T20 semifinals; a game which 

Woodhouse Grange won convincingly! Alex has worked very 

relentlessly at his cricket and his love and passion is quite inspirational! 

Yet this is not the end of Alex’s amazing achievements this Summer 

- Alex has recently accepted a place with the York City Under 15s 

Football Team! He is looking forward to continuing to work the 

team on his already outstanding Goal Keeping Skills. This is a great 

opportunity for Alex to continue to excel in his Sports. We wish him 

all the very best - his dedication and hard work is leading him to great 

success and reflects wonderfully great merit, character and value. 

We are all so very proud of you, Alex! Keep shining brightly. 

Alex is our  
Sporting Superstar!

Alex has had an incredibly successful summer with his Cricket and Football
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Meet Ella—
Fast-forward to four years 
later where her dedication 

and hard work has taken her 
to the UK School Games!

I am still jumping her 
and loving it. We are 
growing together, 
[...] I will jump her 

forever as she is my 
favourite jumper and 
a special mare to me.

Growing 
Together

Our Talented 
Triathlete
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Dom Motiejunaite
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Woldgate’s 
Worthy Winner 
On 24th September 2021, our very own James 
C pitched his fledgling business “So Yummy 
Treats” to a prestigious panel of business leaders, 
in the final of the National Entrepreneur of the 
Year Awards. He faced 15 minutes of tough 
questioning from a network of celebrated 
business leaders, including Dragon’s Den Star 
Peter Jones CEO himself! 

James of Woldgate School and Sixth Form,  
with a £2000 business investment prize. James delivers his pitch
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The new 

team kit is 

a big hit!
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Jayzee 
Goes the 
Extra Mile

In an astonishing feat of 
perseverance, Jayzee 
in Year 10 cycled an 
incredible 200 miles to 
raise money for Cancer 
Research UK. 



A scary encounter! 
At Woldgate, we are proud to celebrate the work of our pupils who go ‘the extra mile’ to produce work of great merit. We’d 

like to congratulate Ethan in Year 11 for his phenomenal homework response. In Year 11, we have been looking at how we 

can use narrative archetypes to improve our creative writing. We spent a lesson looking at how we can use an encounter 

with a physical monster to represent something abstract such as overcoming fear. This is Ethan’s incredible response that 

he chose to write in his own time. It’s an absolute pleasure to read and so we wanted to share it with a wider audience; it’s 

certainly deserving of it. Thank you Ethan!

Using the five stages of the archetype, create a plan for a story based on this image:

She stumbled down the path, the fog gripping her lonely street with wispy tendrils of opaque grey, blinding her from 

viewing more than three feet in front of her, like a shady blanket of uncertainty. The tree’s twisting limbs reached for her 

with crooked longing, swaying, and creaking in the wind, as if they were alive. She had to duck and dodge as the wind 

propelled the tree branches in long swaying motions like desperate arms reaching for prey. She tried to keep in a straight 

line, but she needed to weave and move to avoid the trees.

Cautiously she fumbled through the fog, her hands outstretched in mad sways of desperation, trying to clear a path through 

the clingy smog. Her brain felt disconnected from her body, as if it was captured or being stolen. A sharp pain cracked 

her head in two, a shrieking ringing echoed off her skull like the inside of a bell. She fell on her back and looked up, a tree 

branch stood above her, it looked stained somehow, then a singular drop of deep red fell onto her face. She sat up, putting 

her hand to her head, she traced a crack with her hand, going from just above her right eyebrow to the back of her head, 

she panicked, clutching her head with both hands. She didn’t feel anything, not a wince of pain at all. It was as if all feeling 

had left her body. Then it happened; a lurching, retching feeling gripped her from her stomach, making its way up her body. 

She felt like she was about to throw up with this feeling that was climbing up her body. It nestled in the crack on her head, 

she felt like a red-hot knife was being plunged into her head. It fell out. Whatever was in her was now outside her body. She 

stared at it, a little blob of black goo. Then it started to move.

Cont. Over
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It started to grow, reaching bigger than the shadowy blob that had jumped from the now sealed crack in her head. It rose, 

mutating and contorting into some weird creature, its matter looked oily and thick, like tar. Drapes of black fabric descended 

into existence from the fog around it as if it was sucking in the shadow to form itself. The contortions formed a humanoid 

body, clothed in black flowing robes with a greasy skin coloured beak and black eyes with long terrible fingers ending in 

grizzly claws. The air sharpened, the temperature dropped like a stone, vapour threw itself from her mouth with her hurried 

breaths of panic, but nothing from the creature, it just stood there, not breathing or moving. Then, it started to raise its 

hands, stretching taller and taller, until with its hands fully stretched upwards it was taller than a crooked nearby tree. It’s 

now massive form loomed over her, its beak pointing like the edge of a scythe, its black eyes swallowing her reflection. She 

ran. She sprinted away, dodging the trees, not pausing to look back at the terrifying creature. Out of the fog she fell, landing 

hard on the pavement and groaning painfully. She gathered herself together and looked back, the fog was thick, but no 

creature was there. She sat up, sighing and groaning. Slowly she got to her feet, staring at the fog that lay between her and 

her destination. A plan formed in her mind, a terrible plan but she had no time for anything else. She needed to get past that 

creature, needed to get to the other side of the fog. She started walking, her feet made their mind up before her head did, 

carrying her back to the creature.

She stepped back into the fog, ready to face this malformed terror that had sprung from her deepest fears, she strode 

purposefully to the tree she remembered it forming by and waited. Sure enough the fog darkened and thickened just like 

before, exploding the creature into form with a flash of black, wisps of black emanated from it like an aura of shadow, its 

grim claws rising with its hands and arms until it loomed over her once again, the chill spilling from its robes like waves of 

ice. She was ready. She started jogging, then sped up, then sped up, then sprinted, hurtling straight at the creature. The 

creature didn’t flinch, but continued arcing over her until it nearly enveloped her, she was twenty feet, fifteen feet, ten feet, 

five feet, one foot… 

She walked forwards, the fog growing ever more distant as her pace carried her off, the little black mouse scuttling beside 

her, she looked down at her companion and smiled. Not 30 minutes ago she was running at this little thing, although it bore 

a much more frightening appearance, she kneeled and extended her hand, at first the mouse was reluctant to touch her 

but after a short pause the mouse hopped onto her hand. She placed it onto her shoulder and continued to walk again, her 

friend next to her.

She landed on the creature, gripping it tightly in a hug. She collapsed at its base, its cold robes sweeping around her knees. 

Then it began to shrink. The creature grew smaller and smaller until it nestled on a height of around 5 feet. It looked down 

at her, and she felt its hands close around her, keeping her close. After ten minutes or so of her laying in the arms of this 

creature she remembered where she needed to go, she got to her feet and was about to leave when she felt something 

close around her hand. It was the creatures’, however it didn’t look like it did before. Hair was spouting and the fingers were 

shortening, this weird formation continued up the creature until it covered its whole body, the creature started to shrink 

once again and after a short time there was nothing left. Startled by this she took a step back, only to see rustling among the 

empty robes. A mouse peeped its head out of the robes, it was jet black, it scuttled quietly and paused next to her, confused 

but somehow relieved, she started walking, with a new friend beside her.
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Piecing 
it all 
Together

Hi. My name is 
Chris and I am in 
Year 11. I have been 
volunteering at 
Banardos which is 
a charity shop in 
Pocklington for over 
a year now. 

Each week, I sort through the 

donations (such as toys, board 

games, books, play sets and 

cloths etc.). One of my jobs is 

to count out jigsaws to make 

sure they are complete. I do 

this by putting the pieces into 

groups of 10. Sometimes this 

take a while, especially if there 

are 1000 or more pieces! 

When I sort through the donations, I am looking for things that can be sold. For example, things that aren’t broken, have 

missing pieces or have been scribbled on. I help to process the donations by using the computer to print labels and stick 

them on the donations if they are good enough, and sometimes even get to write the prices on. I then either put these into 

storage boxes or take them onto the shop floor. 

When you join volunteering here, you get a lanyard with your name and starting date on it. I usually work in the back room, 

(where I am in the photo) which is huge and full of all the donations. There are lots of things that are cool about working 

here. I really enjoy talking to the members of staff the most because they are friendly and welcoming. 

Since working in this environment, I have met lots of different people and become more confident at talking to people. You 

also learn to be organised and punctual because people rely on you to help sort donations. I like seeing the donations that I 

helped to sort being sold, as I know that I have helped.a
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Our Wonderful  

Year 8 Artists!
Our Year 8 artists 
have been creating 
artwork inspired by Roy 
Lichtenstein’s ‘Whaam!

Pupils were set the 
challenge of creating 
their own version 
of ‘Whaam!’ and am 
sure you’ll agree they 
completely rose to that 
challenge. Take a peek 
at a few of our artists’ 
work! We are so proud 
of you all!

Roy Lichtenstien: Whaam! 1963

Benjamin G

Newsletter
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Freddie H

Charlie W
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Niamh B

Libby S
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Our pupils have been working 
incredibly hard in Design 
Technology during their after school 
enrichment sessions to complete 
this moving Remembrance Day Art 
Installation.  

The whole project was completed in four Enrichment 

sessions and the children’s spare time. The pupils 

use a laser-cutter to create the poppies and tied 

each one individually with great care and attention to 

detail. The ‘Tommy’ soldiers were cut from external 

Plywood and painted, and the sign was also laser cut.  

We are incredibly proud of our pupils’ determination 

and talent in producing this display and hope our 

commemoration helps us remember the sacrifice 

and service of all of those who have defended our 

freedoms and protected our way of life. 

Many thanks to all of our wonderful pupils and our 

incredible Design and Technology teaching team 

who have volunteered so much of their own time to 

supervise and help the children in this endeavour.
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Global Entrepreneurship 
week is a business festival 
celebrated in over 180 
countries, with its sole aim 
to break down barriers and 
enable EVERYONE to access 
entrepreneurship in a variety 
of ways, not just by starting a 
business.

During this week we set three whole school 

Enterprising Challenges that all our pupils 

could participate in. The aim of setting whole 

school Enterprises challenges is for pupils 

and students to enjoy doing something new 

and exciting but it also has an important underlying educational purpose, namely the development of soft skills which are so 

vitally important to our young people’s futures. Teamworking, communication, time management, commercial awareness, 

critical thinking, and innovation are all highly valued skills and we endeavour to allow our pupils to practise and develop 

these skills through the challenges set. 

Year 8 Winners

Global Entrepreneurship Week 

8th November to 12th November 2021

Sixth Form Winners –Food 4 Families
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Mr Pringle Mouse

B E L O V E D 
MOUSE HOME 
SAFE AFTER 
E L A B O R AT E 
ADVENTURES!

A report by Sophie D in Year 7

Class M8 are pleased to announce 
that, a beloved friend and class 
member, Mr. Pringle Mouse has 

arrived home after a series of wild adventures 
away from school. But this mouse isn’t just 
famous for his exciting escapades, he is also 
known in the mouse world for his forever 
growing hotel business… Pringle Towers!

After many days away from school, pupils 
began to worry about Pringle when a 
postcard arrived at Woldgate. It was from 
Mr. Pringle himself and stated that he had 
succeeded in his journey to conquer the 
quest of the Golden Pringle and would be 
on his way back to M8 very soon.

Between writing his book and managing 
Pringle Towers, we managed to [with great 
difficulty] get an exclusive interview with 
this well-known super mouse! I asked him 
how he had been since his return from his 
adventures:

“Well, there have been many instances 
on my adventures where it has been life 
or death, like when Lewis the cat almost 
swallowed me and the Golden Pringle 
whole,” Mr. Pringle Mouse exclaimed, “but 
I am doing great now and I’m safely back 
home in M8. Though, I have already been 
piecing together ideas for my next trip away!

I’m planning on travelling to a faraway 
land called Primrose Woods and although I 
shouldn’t be gone for too long… just in case 
I decide to spend more time travelling, I am 
planning on sending weekly updates to the 
pupils of Woldgate so we can keep in touch; 
I also have my army of trusty warrior mice to 
keep my safe from any dangers in the wild!” 
Mr. Pringle Mouse stated.

As you can see, Mr. Pringle Mouse is an 
eager explorer and a budding adventurer at 
the start of his career. We expect that this 
mighty mouse will do BIG things in this 
wide world!

In Mrs Geary’s English class, pupils have 
been enthralled by the extravagant 
adventures of ‘Mr Pringle Mouse’. This 
small wooden and carved creature has 
become somewhat of an iconic member 
of the class over recent weeks, turning 
up in the most elaborate of places! 

Although, he originally made his debut as a learning tool 

used to help pupils think more carefully about narrative and 

character. In a bid to engage pupils in the significance of 

plot, character and setting, Mrs Geary has been engineering 

situations in which the class character has become 

quite the intrepid explorer and has sent his classmates 

correspondence and pictures from a variety of locations. 

In doing so, our pupils have been able to develop their 

writing in more depth and detail. Indeed, so popular has the 

narrative of Mr Pringle Mouse become that one Year 7 pupil 

chose to independently write an imaginative newspaper 

article investigating the character’s expeditions. 

It’s wonderful to see pupils so engaged with the conscious 

crafting of writing for purpose that they chose to do so 

in their own time. Here is Sophie’s excellent imagined 

journalism interview. We think she may have an excellent 

career ahead of her and hope you agree.
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Come Rain,  
Come Shine



Safeguarding at 
Woldgate School

Mr Sloman writes:

Looking after your child’s mental health this Christmas

Among all the fun and festivities, Christmas can be an overwhelming time for some 
people. Here is some advice on how to look after your child’s mental health over the 
holidays.  

Take time out

It’s so important to take time out every day, not just in the festive period. If your child feels themselves getting a bit 

overwhelmed, or upset, take five to ten minutes away from everyone on Christmas Day to just have a bit of time to 

themselves.  Christmas Day can be quite an overwhelming day, so by taking time out can allow time to recharge.

Sleep

A good night’s sleep is so important when it comes to looking after mental health.  Teenagers need an average of nine-

and-a-half hours’ sleep each night. When it comes to the festive period, ensuring your child gets enough sleep can become 

difficult due to things like late nights at home and parties. To make sure your child gets back into their normal sleeping 

routine easily, suggest they go to bed at normal times as the festive period draws to a close. This’ll make getting up for 

school a lot easier and, in turn, will help their mental health a lot.

Cont. Over
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Exercise

Physical activity releases a chemical called endorphins, which makes us feel good, so if your child is feeling a bit 

overwhelmed or low at Christmas, why not suggest a walk? You could even suggest a bike ride or even a run.

Try to relax

It’s easy to say “Christmas is fun - just relax”, but the reality is that relaxing can be tricky. Suggest things like breathing 

exercises or meditation to help your child calm down if they are feeling a bit stressed over the festive period.

Just because it’s Christmas, it doesn’t mean caring for your child’s mental health has to be put on hold. Mental health and 

physical health are as equally important; if you fell over and grazed your knee on Christmas Day, you would put a plaster on 

it.  So if your child’s mental health needs a plaster, you’re allowed to do something about it.

For my help and advice, visit: www.nspcc.org.uk 

Police StreetSafe Website

StreetSafe is a pilot web service for anyone to anonymously tell us about public places where you have felt or feel unsafe, 

because of environmental issues, eg street lighting, abandoned buildings or vandalism and/or because of some behaviours, 

eg being followed or verbally abused.

Streetsafe Website

Please note ‘StreetSafe’ is not for reporting crime or incidents.  If something has happened to you or someone you know 

(including in public spaces online) you can call the police on 999 for emergencies, or 101.

As ever, please do contact us at Woldgate School if you have any concerns.  We hope that you and your family have a merry 

and restful Christmas, and a happy New Year.  We are looking forward to welcoming your child back to school in January.

Mr L Sloman 
Deputy Headteacher 
Head of Care and Achievement

Newsletter
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STARS 

Update
Mr Barrett writes:

Skills for Life

A reminder again that this half term’s 

focus skill is ‘resilience’. Please do 

discuss the theme of resilience with 

your child and discuss how it relates to 

school and the outside work, including 

employment.

School Council

Over the last two weeks, over 30 

pupils put themselves forward for the 

Pupil Councillor elections in Year 7 

and Year 8. We have heard election 

pitches from them all and voting has 

been taking place. The winners will be 

announced in their next assembly.

Careers focus: 
Apprenticeships
Continuing the theme from last week 

of exploring apprenticeships, below there is a link to a virtual STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) 

careers fair. There is a wealth of information on there from a variety of businesses and companies about careers in 

STEM subjects. It is well worth a look for anyone interested in a career in a STEM subject. https://stem.exhibition.app/

apprenticeships/ To go alongside that, there is a useful quiz to complete to find out how much pupils know about STEM and 

apprenticeships https://amazingapprenticeships.com/resource/stem-quiz/

Value our community, individual liberty and show mutual 
respect and tolerance.

To do this we will:

 Always be honest and fair.

 Show respect to others by the way we speak to each other and present ourselves.

 Value our School, the Dining Room, classrooms, displays, equipment and our facilities.

 Develop the knowledge, skills and conviction to play an effective role in our local, national and   

 global communities.

S
SOCIETY
Of great Character.

R E A C H
FOR THE A family of schools

with shared values
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Of great Merit.

Know our personal and academic targets, support others with 
their learning and stay on task to maximise our progress.

To do this we will:

 Bring the correct equipment to lessons, including our planner.

 Arrive on time for lessons.

 Know our targets for each subject and understand what we need to do to improve.

 Access impartial advice and careers guidance to help us make informed decisions, develop our   

 ambitions and aspirations, plan our future, and prepare ourselves for the world of work.

A
APPEARANCE

Of great Value.

Always wear the correct uniform and take pride in our 
appearance.

To do this we will:

 Take pride in our uniform and ensure we always look smart and professional.

 Wear the correct uniform at all times.

 Be ambassadors, by wearing our uniform with pride, in and outside of school.

 Take pride in our personal identity, culture and history, value ourselves and celebrate our    

 achievements, developing our own self-confidence and self-esteem.

 

R
RESPONSIBILITY

Of great Character.

Respect the rule of law and take responsibility for our own 
behaviour and learning.

To do this we will:

 Concentrate, listen to the teacher and one another; follow instructions and work hard.

 Do our homework quickly and return it on time.

 Ask for help if we don’t know what to do.

 Develop our spiritual, moral, cultural, mental, physical and financial awareness, in order to   

 understand our society and help us prepare for the opportunities, responsibilities and experiences  

 that await us in later life.

S
SAFETY
Of great Value.

Be safe, sensible and mature. Never seek to cause another 
harm through our words or actions. 

To do this we will:

 Always treat others as we would like to be treated ourselves.

 Never swear, hit or bully anyone or use offensive language.

 Be considerate to members of our wider community, as well as safe and sensible, 

 whilst travelling to and from school.

 Develop the knowledge, skills and attributes to keep ourselves healthy and safe, and   

 prepare ourselves for life and work in modern Britain.
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M

Y
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MY

CY

CMY

K

Reach for the STARS Posterv6 copy.pdf   1   10/08/2017   09:48

Cont. Over
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Rewards
Our school motto is ‘Everything you do should be worthy of great merit, 

character and value’, and every day our pupils’ efforts, contributions and 

achievements are recognised with rewards that reflect these values. Our pupils 

understand these core values as being the foundation of successful learning, and 

a successful life, and each of the rewards holds a special significance:

MERIT 131,018

A
ct

s 
of

 G
re

at TOTAL 
HOUSE 

POINTS:

62,895VALUE 13,143

CHARACTER 8,139

House Points
Every pupil belongs to one of our five Houses, representing our local countryside. Pupils can be awarded House points for 

exceptional contributions to school life, and for participating in House competitions and events, and all rewards contribute 

to each House reward total:

House rewards since the start of the year:

47,188 49,526

49,172

42,75744,409
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Acts of Great Merit
The quality of being particularly good or worthy, especially 

deserving of praise or reward. For example, the production 

of an outstanding piece of classwork, home learning or an 

outstanding assessment outcome.

The pupils with the highest Great Merit awards this week 

are:

Year 7:  Ruby Rushmer-Broome

Year 8:  Joshua Dolphin

Year 9:  Sophie Dover

Year 10: Eleanor Taylor

Year 11: Emily Macey

Year 12: Shane Moffett

Year 13: Chloe Afford

Acts of Great Character
The moral qualities that define an individual. For example, 

demonstrating kindness, offering support or actively 

engaging with the wider community.

The pupils with the highest Great Character awards this 

week are:

Year 7:  Charlotte Meek

Year 8:  Aimee Hyde

Year 9:  Adam Lilley

Year 10: Oscar Fleetham

Year 11: Thomas Chantry

Year 12: Isla McDaid

Year 13: Ffion Jones

Acts of Great Value
The principles or standards of conduct we work to; those 

acts and skills that are valued by our wider society. For 

instance, the ability to demonstrate emotional intelligence, 

to communicate effectively or be a leader of a team.

The pupils with the highest Great Value awards this week 

are:

Year 7:  Frankie Drinkall

Year 8:  Jack Benson

Year 9:  James Artemiou

Year 10: Felix Jones

Year 11: Bradley Towse

Year 12: Freddie Hara

Year 13: Amy James

Please discuss these values with 
your child, and do regularly look 

at your child’s rewards on the 
ClassCharts Parents’ App.

Every week, our Newsletter 
and weekly pupil briefing 

highlights examples of our pupils 
demonstrating each of these 

values, and we encourage all of 
our pupils to embody each of 

these values in everything they do.
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Care and Achievement 
Coordinators

Year 7
Mrs C Wright

07790 987139

cwright@woldgate.net

Year 10
Mr M Elwers

07790 987131

melwers@woldgate.net

Year 8
Mrs A Carlill

07980 702715

acarlill@woldgate.net

Year 11
Mrs H Cross

07790 987142

hcross@woldgate.net

Year 9
Miss G Parkin

07790 987137

gparkin@woldgate.net

Sixth Form
Mrs S Clark

07790 987009

sclark@woldgate.net

Family Outreach Worker
Mrs C Wright – 07790 987007 – cwright@woldgate.net
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